
Day 4: Bronnoysund-Sandnessjoen-Nesna-Ornes–Bodo–Stamsund–Svolvaer. 18 July 2013 

It was completely light all night so I had trouble staying asleep. Equally, I heard the 

dockings as we came into Bronnoysund, Sandnessjoen and Nesna in the very early hours. I 

was woken up by the PA system just before 07:00, except I did not fully understand until we 

got to the Italian. My brain finally figured out that we were going to cross the Arctic Circle 

and that the marker would be on the sinestro (port) side. I went on deck to find the usual 

dull, grey clag, but it was only spitting rather than all out rain. 

We crossed the Arctic Circle at 66 degrees 33 minutes at about 07:20 hrs and the Captain 

sounded the horn to wake everybody up. So, my guess was way off. To celebrate you could 

buy arctic circle postage stamps with special franking. I took a series of photos instead. 

At 08:23 the Hurtigruten MS Finnmarken hove into view. Our ship greeted her with three 

blasts and she replied in kind. 

We launched a glacier excursion at 08:30 hrs. The passengers left the ship by local tender 

and were to land where they could walk two kilometres to look three kilometres over a lake 

at the Svartisen Glacier. No thanks. I have had much better glacier experiences in much 

nicer weather. About ten minutes later it started to rain. 

I had a rather late breakfast at 08:45 hrs. I decided to ditch the gut-burning coffee in favour 

of calming mint tea. My tummy thanked me. I started with cereal, yoghurt and 

“knekkbrod”(that crispy flat bread) covered with “smor” – butter. Later I had some cold 

salami cuts and cheese with sesame seeds. 

I was very glad that I had packed my Greek Fisherman’s cap. With its woollen body it 

provided much needed protection against the wind and rain. Set off with its Rocky 

Mountaineer Gold Maple Leaf badge, it looked very nautical. 

The route into Ornes was lovely. It was established in the late 1790s. It is ringed by high 

mountain peaks, with lots of snow accents. This is at almost 67 degrees. We docked at 09:20 

and were away again by 09:30 hrs. 

After we departed, the deck crew started washing the windows. Given the rain, this seemed 

a rather fruitless endeavour, unless it was to get rid of the salt. The Excursion Manager 



came on the PA advising that he had lots of spaces left for the upcoming excursions. 

Translation: Passengers did not want to launch into venues unknown in the pouring rain. 

Having watched the route for a couple of days, I have concluded that it follows an Inland 

Passage – a string of islands and skerries that form a barrier against the ravages of the open 

ocean. A normal map seems to indicate a rather monolithic coast line. It is anything but, 

being absolutely peppered with rocky bits and pieces. I can only wonder how the Vikings 

navigated in this maze. Of course it is a very dangerous route as there as hazards to 

navigation at every turn. Equally, there are some very narrow stretches that require a very 

skilled pilot. 

Looking at the tiny hamlets, I concluded that the people live from the sea. The tiny swathes 

of green are just enough to provide fodder for a few farm animals. Actually, there seems to 

be more soil on shore than in Newfoundland. I kept drawing a parallel. 

I am appalled that cell phones still work at 67 degrees north, and that those with the loudest 

voices feel compelled to use them. 

At 11:15 I spotted an anti-submarine turbo prop aircraft. The MAD ( Magnetic Anomaly 

Detection) tail boom was the giveaway. It must be based out of Bodo. 

Bodo, although it has a population of 48,000, was not very interesting. It has been built 

around the NATO air facility. As we entered the harbour approach I spotted the familiar 

hardened hangers that NATO had built throughout its zone. These would have protected 

Norwegian F-104 Starfighters. On the Canadian base in Lahr we had tanks using them. The 

hangers were very close to the runway and the fighters could have deployed in minutes. 

There was an early lunch at 11:30 for those on the excursions. I waited until we had docked 

at 12:30 and had a leisurely lunch of soup and salad. 

When I left the ship at 13:00 it was raining, so up went the brolly. It was about a fifteen 

minute walk into town. With umbrella up, I discovered that I was showing the sissy card. 

Only women deploy umbrellas, real Viking men prefer to get soaking wet. The last time I 

had run into this phenomenon was in Manaus, Brazil. 



This time I actually remembered to take my Norwegian Krone and credit card, just in case I 

found an irresistible troll. I had wandered into Trondheim the day before with zilch. 

The town was neat and tidy with some nice upscale shops, complete with sticker shock. I 

went into Burger King to do a price check and the Big Whopper Meal was 100 NOK ($ 16). 

I climbed the hill to visit the cathedral. In front there was a modern open lattice tower and 

at its base a memorial to the Norwegians who had perished in the Nazi Occupation of 1940-

45. The interior was typically Scandinavian – bright, clean, austere and hard looking. 

Going back down the hill, I walked into the “Glass Huset”, which was a covered shopping 

mall spanning a block. Anybody who knows anything about the British Army knows that the 

‘Glass House’ is the Military Detention Barracks in Aldershot. There military police turn 

offenders into model soldiers by remodelling their brains. 

We had been told that this coast was famous for sea eagles. With a wing span of 2.5 metres, 

they were reported as the largest birds in Europe. Actually that is incorrect. The Griffons I 

saw in Slovenia have the same wing span as the Chilean Condor at 3.2 metres. 

Notwithstanding, I dutifully grabbed a photo of a nice statue of a sea eagle with two chicks. 

By the time I got back to the ship it had stopped raining. I had covered about four 

kilometres. After the warning five minute toot, we tried to sail promptly at 15:00 hrs. But, 

the Harbour Master must have given the Bodo-Narvik ferry priority as he sailed in front of 

us. Actually, the Captain should not have tooted as it promptly started raining as we 

followed the ferry. We just cleared the narrow harbour entrance as another ship bore down 

on us. We cranked hard to starboard and wrapped around the point upon which stood the 

eighteenth century fort, complete with red, white and blue pennant. 

The rain allowed me to test my new gadget. I borrowed a face cloth from Hurtigruten and 

slipped a tiny cable tie through one corner. I affixed the same to the lens cap lanyard. I 

found the face cloth an excellent way to keep the Nikon covered and to use a corner to wipe 

droplets from the lens filter. Barnaby approved and demanded a portrait in the rain. Bucky 

had his tail in a knot as filter wiping was his thing. 



We headed for the Lofoten Islands. This stretch could have been quite rough as we were in 

the open ocean for all intents and purposes. Setting an alarm, I used the gentle rolling for an 

afternoon nap. The PA woke me up as we were fifteen minutes ahead of schedule. 

I walked into the tiny hamlet of Stamsund at 18:50 hrs. It is a tiny fishing port and I got my 

first shots of split cod hanging on drying racks and even “rorbuer” the traditional 

fishermen’s houses. It was easy to guess as Rorbuer was the name of the only pub. 

I got some great reflection shots. I noticed that the satellite dishes were almost flat to the 

horizon. I watched cars being offloaded and then cyclists, loaded with gear, going into the 

car deck. We departed at 19:30 in mixed sun and very foreboding black clouds. It all made 

for some lovely skyscapes. As we left the harbour I saw a very poignant statue of a 

fisherwoman mounted on a plinth. It was a memorial to all the women who had lost their 

fishermen husbands at sea. 

This was the area of the Lofoten Wall, a mountain range of peaks up to 1,000 metres high. 

For centuries, in this area cod have been caught from January to April and then air dried in 

the salt air in preparation for export. 

To tempt us this evening at the 20:15 sitting the starter was green pea soup, with chopped 

bacon and cream foam. Then came a herb and Parmesan roasted salmon fillet with fennel 

and spinach, amandine potatoes and butter sauce. Finally, strawberry mousse with pastry. 

While we were having dinner we pulled into Svolvaer. It was not very quaint and looked 

more like an industrial fish processing centre. I did spot a World War Two bunker guarding 

the harbour entrance. Cod fish drying racks lined the shore. 

I saw a couple of fish farms, which I assume were stocked with salmon. 

A Norwegian man won the prize for guessing the time for crossing the Arctic Circle within 

two seconds. He received a book of photographs and the right to be the first to visit King 

Neptune. 

We were advised not to go to bed as King Neptune came on board at 22:15 to pour ice down 

the necks of those new to north of the Arctic Circle. Those who volunteered to be “iced” got a 



shot of brandy for being good sports. The sun came out from behind the mountains at 22:40 

and afforded some fantastic seascapes. 

It did not rain, but it tried to with a bit of spitting. 

At 23:15 we tried to enter the Troll Fjord, which is only 80 metres wide, has one wall that is 

at least 1,000 feet straight up and is 2.6 kms long. But, there was a traffic jam. The Club 

Med Two, a four-masted 187 metre sailing ship had gotten into the Trollfjord before us. 

There simply was not enough room for both of us. So we waited at the entrance. Actually it 

was a great opportunity as I could get photos showing how tiny the French ship looked in 

the fjord. When the Club Med ship exited we exchanged three blasts and the French cheered 

us, as we did them. 

Sailing into the fjord was awe inspiring. I took many photos to try to depict the scale. At the 

end of the 2.6 kms there is a bit of a basin that the Captain used to spin the ship through a 

full 360 degrees; then, just to show off – he had to add in another 180 to get out of there. 

We exited at midnight and the photos looked perfect. 

We set sail for Stokmarknes, which I hoped not to see, given a docking at 01:00 am. 
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